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Who We Are 



What we will discuss today

● Background on the UC Guidelines 
for Efficient Archival Processing

● The revision process
○ Overview of revisions
○ Deep dive on 

recommendations for 
born-digital 
appraisal and accessioning

○ Context and advocacy
● Case studies 
● Q&A

Black Lives Matter demonstration, June 2020. UCI School of Medicine Leadership Education to Advance 
Diversity–African, Black and Caribbean (LEAD-ABC) records, AS-220. Special Collections and Archives, The UC 

Irvine Libraries, Irvine, California.



Introduction & 
background

Guidelines for Efficient Archival 
Processing in the University of 
California Libraries
▸ 2012: Defense of efficient 

processing

▸ in tune with MPLP approach   

▸ 2020: Holistic collection 

management

▸ relates how accessioning, 

appraisal, resources, and over 

collecting impact collection 

backlogs 



Resources concerning 
emerging best practices 
for born-digital 
description, access, and 
processing published 
since 2012

● OCLC's Demystifying Born-Digital 
series (2012) 

● OCLC’s Research and Learning 
Agenda for Archives, Special, and 
Distinctive Collections in Research 
Libraries (2017) 

● Digital Processing Framework 
(2018)

● UC Guidelines for Born-Digital 
Archival Description (2019)

● Levels of Born-Digital Access 
(2020)

https://www.oclc.org/research/areas/research-collections/borndigital.html
https://www.oclc.org/research/areas/research-collections/borndigital.html
https://www.oclc.org/research/publications/2017/oclcresearch-research-and-learning-agenda.html
https://www.oclc.org/research/publications/2017/oclcresearch-research-and-learning-agenda.html
https://www.oclc.org/research/publications/2017/oclcresearch-research-and-learning-agenda.html
https://www.oclc.org/research/publications/2017/oclcresearch-research-and-learning-agenda.html
https://ecommons.cornell.edu/handle/1813/57659
https://ecommons.cornell.edu/handle/1813/57659
https://escholarship.org/uc/item/9cg222jc
https://escholarship.org/uc/item/9cg222jc
https://osf.io/r5f78/
https://osf.io/r5f78/
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Workplan, revised

“The decision to integrate this 
information stemmed from a 
belief that the Guidelines 
should speak to the day-to-day 
experiences of archivists 
throughout the UC system. 
The increasing prevalence of 
born-digital material means 
boutique, siloed approaches 
are neither practical nor 
realistic.”

Iyanna Blackburn documentary, "The 2%: Navigating UCI as a Black Student". 
AS-221. Special Collections and Archives, The UC Irvine Libraries, Irvine, California.



Recommended 
policies

Recommended policies to support 
efficient processing and extensible 
collection management:

● Access policy

● Collection development policy

● Collection management policy

● Reproduction/publication policy

● Digital preservation policy

● Accepted or Recommended Digital 

Formats policy

“Policies are a proactive tool: 
they are most effective when 
they are in place and used to 
guide everyday procedures, not 
when they are written as a 
reaction to problems as they 
occur.”



● On digital preservation 
policies:

“If an institution 
endeavors to collect 
born-digital material, it is 
accountable for its 
processing, availability, 
and long-term 
preservation.”

Eiko Ishioka papers. Costume design sketches and reference photographs 
for Spider-Man: Turn Off the Dark uclalsc_2288_0143_0008

Recommended 
policies



● On accepted or 
recommended digital 
formats policies:

“Organizations should 
avoid collecting material 
that they cannot make 
accessible or preserve.”

Eiko Ishioka papers. Behind the scenes photographs of the filming of 
Mishima: A Life in Four Chapters. uclalsc_2288_0261_0048

Recommended 
policies



Appraisal: recommendations for selectors

● Pre-custodial appraisal is critical
● All impacted stakeholders to be involved in appraisal, especially when it 

comes to digital materials
○ Importance of communication between selectors and archivists 

responsible for digital collections
● Be realistic; formats impact appraisal!



Appraisal: recommendations for born-digital

● Appraising digital content at a high level means surveying carriers, 
disk-images, and directories, not individual files.

● Focus on selection decisions and identifying accepted formats
● Avoid renaming or rearranging files at this stage



Accessioning

"One cannot simply put a 
hard drive in a box, file a deed 
of gift, and complete an 
accession record to achieve 
the intellectual control and 
foundation for iterative 
processing sought by 
accessioning.” Eiko Ishioka papers. Behind the scenes photographs of the filming of 

Mishima: A Life in Four Chapters. uclalsc_2288_0261_0048



Accessioning: baseline steps for born-digital

1. Assign unique IDs.

2. Run virus scan, depending on pre-existing campus-wide security 
protections.

3. Transfer files off carriers.

4. Perform a cursory review of files for PII using either automated tools for 
text-heavy collections or a visual/aural spot check for AV contents.

5. Generate a file list and hash values.

6. Package content for storage and possible access.



Processing

● Encourage logical file transfer;
discourage disk imaging except 
when appropriate.

Susan Sontag papers. Screenshot of a 72 
page-long alphabetical list of Sontag’s favorite 

adjectives. uclalsc_0612



Processing

● Encourage logical file transfer;
discourage disk imaging except 
when appropriate.

● Prioritize readily accessible 
content for processing.

Susan Sontag papers. Screenshot of a 72 
page-long alphabetical list of Sontag’s favorite 

adjectives. uclalsc_0612



Processing

● Encourage logical file transfer;
discourage disk imaging except 
when appropriate.

● Prioritize readily accessible 
content for processing.

● Push back on idea that it’s 
possible to easily quantify 
born-digital

Susan Sontag papers. Screenshot of a 72 
page-long alphabetical list of Sontag’s favorite 

adjectives. uclalsc_0612



Description

● Cross reference advice in UC 
Guidelines for Born-Digital Archival 
Description

● Recommend noting born-digital 
material at the collection level 
whether or not it has been 
processed 

UC Guidelines for Born-Digital Archival Description 
https://escholarship.org/uc/item/9cg222jc

https://escholarship.org/uc/item/9cg222jc
https://escholarship.org/uc/item/9cg222jc
https://escholarship.org/uc/item/9cg222jc
https://escholarship.org/uc/item/9cg222jc


Context

“Born-digital processing is 
archival processing, and thus 
should be fully 
operationalized within 
archival programs.”

UCSC produce stand, 2005. Courtesy Special Collections, University Library, 
University of California Santa Cruz. Center for Agroecology and Sustainable Food 

Systems records.



Context

Traditional staffing models 
and collection workflows can 
no longer remain insulated 
from born-digital 
stewardship responsibilities.

Still from Adjustments: a Look at the Challenges and Difficulties New Students Face 
in a University Environment, 2000. Courtesy Special Collections, University Library, 

University of California Santa Cruz. Kresge College records.



Context

“...one person cannot be 
entirely responsible for a 
robust and responsible 
electronic records program. It 
must become a distributed 
responsibility, and all aspects 
of the archival enterprise must 
be reconsidered to account 
for this.”

- Chela Scott Weber, Research and 
Learning Agenda for Archives, Special, and 
Distinctive Collections in Research 
Libraries (OCLC, 2017)

UCSC Student Center, 2002. Courtesy Special Collections, University Library, 
University of California Santa Cruz. Public Information Office records.



Impact on UC

A movement toward 
sustainable 
operationalization of 
born-digital collections care

Display at Frida Ball, 2005. Courtesy Special Collections, 
University Library, University of California Santa Cruz. Resource 

Center for the Americas records.



Case Study: UC Irvine

Baseline Accessioning Workflow for 
Logical Directories 

● Developed in tandem with the 
Guidelines revisions.

● Takes the guidance outlined in the 
Guidelines to *not* disk image 
certain formats like USBs.

● All materials are accessioned at the 
baseline level, archivists review for 
access when PII is found. Further 
processing occurs as needed.

● Exposes directory (at file level) 
information for access.



Case Study: UCLA



Case Study: UCLA



Case Study: UC Santa Cruz



Case Study: UC Santa Cruz



What’s next for the UC Guidelines

bit.ly/UC-Guidelines

Guidelines for Efficient Archival Processing
 in the University of California Libraries 

Version 4
May 2020



Thanks!
Elvia Arroyo-Ramirez, UC Irvine Library, elvia.ar@uci.edu

Kate Dundon, UC Santa Cruz Library, dundon@ucsc.edu

Shira Peltzman, UCLA Library, speltzman@library.ucla.edu




